KINS

SPECIFICATION SHEET

KINS WALL LIGHT
Versatile wall light. Square brass reflector with an opal glass globe
at its centre, creating a warm and generous glow. Use as a single
light on a feature wall or in multiples to dramatic effect.

PRODUCT CODE
DESIGN NOTES
KNS0020 – Kins Wall Light - BLACK
Kins is deeply glamorous
KNS0021 – Kins Wall Light - WHITEBIDE WALL LIGHT
but the design has humble

origins: it was inspired by
the sink of an old-school
Description:
FINISHES
Designed to be used in multiples,VW
overlapping
camper van which has
and intertwining, to create beautiful sculptural
Brushed brass lacquered as standard
a very
silhouettes which exude a soft warm
ambientpure, very pleasing
Powder-coated metal
glow, Bide is a playful, contemporary modular
aesthetic. We like to think
wall light which can transform and elevate any
Custom finishes available
interior style. Both functional andit’s
decorative,
the a long way since
come
design combines sophisticated brushed brass and
DIMMING
delicate alabaster with an IP rated
integral LED.
then.
Mains dimmable / TRIAC
MATERIALS
Brass, Aluminium, Glass

Specification Sheet

Light Source:
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IP RATING
- 6W IP rated LED
IP20 rated, suitable for outside wet area zones
LIGHT SOURCE
1x 4W LED G9 lamp
120/240V, 2700k
WEIGHT
4kg net, 5kg gross

116

Voltage:
- UK/EU - 230V Integral Mains Dimmable Driver
- US
- Currently unavailable
Small

Material Finish:
- Brass lacquered as standard
- Brass or Nickel Metalwork
- Alabaster Stone Facade
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Weight:

WALL PLATE
- Large
= 2.3kg
= 1.3kg
Round wall plate (supplied) - Small
Ø 124mm
IP Rating:
89mm/3.5in mounting positions
- Suitable for wet areas
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- Correct installation of fixture in a wet area is the
responsibility of the installer.
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This luminaire
contains built-in
LED lamps.
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The lamps in this luminaire
can be changed with custom
LED from manufacturer
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